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Here are the reasons why we are the fastest growing online store for renovators:

Avoid the

headache

Shop online with us and avoid the driving around

In stock We source bulk and stock most items in our warehouse in

Melbourne

No retail margins We buy direct and avoid the middle man margins. That means

YOU SAVE.

Fast despatch 95% of orders are despatched within 1 business day

FREE Shipping Just sign up as a member and we ship to Australia for free. No

kidding!

Money Back

Guarantee

Change your mind? Simply return it for a full refund under our 14

Day MBG

Reno Dollars Members receive free Reno Dollars on every order.  Use them on

the next order!

100% Australian

owned

We are True Blue and based in Melbourne.

 

 

About Renovator Store
Renovator Store is Australia's fastest growing online store for
renovators.  Everything is IN STOCK IN AUSTRALIA ready to ship to
you.  Don't wait for a retail store to order something in for you - we send
it out within 1 business day and you have the confidence of a full money
back guarantee and easy returns. 

https://www.renovatorstore.com.au/customer/account/login
http://www.renovatorstore.com.au/reno-rewards


 

Why is Renovator Store so affordable?

 

 

Renovator Store



As an online renovation retailer, Renovator Store has

developed a reputation for being an expert in all

things renovation! We thought it's about time for us

to pass on some knowledge on improving your

properties value.

Key subjects:

 The Secrets of Cosmetic Renovation 

Which Path To Take? 

How To Profit From Renovation 

We hope that this guide helps you on your mission to

improve the value of your property so when/if it

comes to the time to sell your property your return on

investment is through the roof!   

Introduction



When it comes to improving your residential property's value, some of the easiest

ways are "cosmetic improvements".  Cosmetic renovation typically seeks to renew

dated surfaces, update key rooms such as bathrooms and kitchens, replacing old

fixtures with impressive new ones, re-landscaping, and generally improving the

appearance and decor of living spaces.  This third part of the Improving Property

Value series provides some secrets of cosmetic renovation that can make you a

quick profit through value improvement.

 

Cosmetic Or Structural Renovation?

The structural improvement components of a structural improvement strategy

require professional advice and professional trade assistance.  They can be a much

bigger job than you think and use skills and expertise that have done it many times

before is imperative.

If the floor plan of a home is poorly suited to the preferences of the typical

prospective buyer in the area it is in, then you may have to think more radically

than a cosmetic renewal.  There is no point renewing a house if buyers will be

assessing how to remove the structural walls you renewed.  You want to appeal to

buyers that will pay a premium for a finished home ready to enjoy.  Think about this

before you buy a property as a structural renovation can be a big investment.

 

 

 

The Secrets of Cosmetic
Renovation



 

The opportunity to maximize value can be significant from adding floor space, add

a new bedroom, build a second floor, remove old-fashioned segregated rooms in

favor of larger open living spaces.

It is impossible to cover all the opportunities, considerations, and risks in this

chapter so I recommend that you think about it carefully and get advice.  One of

the biggest questions property investors face when they want to improve value on

a single storey residential home, is “should I go up?”.  Deciding to put on a second

storey is a big decision and often it is not practical to do it later.

My view is that you need to think about what the buyers that are targeting your

area want.  If they are rising affluent young families with three kids then they will

want four bedrooms and a study.  So if your property has three bedrooms then you

should seriously consider the big step up in floor space you get from a

second storey.

Below I provide some thought provoking ideas on cosmetic improvements.  These

are relevant to any home improvement strategy and will complement any structural

changes too.



Implementing cosmetic change 

Cosmetic improvements can often be a great way to stick to a budget – as much of

it can be done yourself or with the assistance of non-specialist (and less expensive)

labour.  And remember that these cosmetic change ideas are all relevant to a

structural improvement plan as well.

 

 

A Great Cosmetic Renovation 

As I have mentioned above – it is paramount to focus on visible changes.  You want

the property to look as new as possible.  You want to try and achieve the

perception of high quality and the price per square metre that high-end houses get

in your area.  Target an integrated look rather than trying to target different colours

and themes in different areas.  Consistency helps minimise cost as you can buy

materials for the whole house improving the opportunity for bulk purchase and

reducing waste.  An integrated look has a designer planned appearance.

Think about all the surfaces: floors, internal walls, ceilings, exterior cladding or

walls, and roof.



Painting is the easiest way to improve value 

Painting internally and externally can be one of the most effective ways to really

change the look of a house.  Single colours and neutral tones keep it simple, and

more targeted to the majority of the buyer audience.  If you make the architraves,

ceilings, walls, and cornices all different colours it is a lot more work for painters

and a lot more cost for you.  If you paint them all the same colour then the job is

simpler and the outcome is arguably more minimalist and contemporary.

The external colour scheme is important for first impressions and street appeal. 

Dramatic changes can be achieved with a totally new colour scheme.  It is a good

idea to know the new and popular houses in your area, and what appeals to buyers

in your area.  Earthen tones and dual colour schemes are popular and effective –

consider the services of a colour consultant, but let them know your objective of

attracting buyers, rather than making a new colour statement.  The small fee is

immaterial compared to the positive change in value perception if you get it right.

Rendering an old brick home can make a huge difference

It can incredibly change the appearance of the house and can make it look modern

and brand new.  A renderer can finish a standard house in under a week.  Pick a

render that can be painted rather than a coloured render. It's cheaper, and you can

leave the painting until you are ready to do the whole house.



The single most important room to improve is the kitchen

The kitchen is now the hub of the modern house.  New design always integrates

the kitchen with the key living areas.  In fact, many new house designs have a

butler’s kitchen (or scullery) behind the kitchen so that the kitchen on show can

retain a modern minimalist look and be a pleasant environment, and the mess can

be kept in the scullery.  Your budget should include a modern renewed kitchen

result.  Think carefully about what you spend as it is not hard to overspend in a

kitchen – as soon as you consider custom cabinetry then you are going to get some

large bills.

First, think about the layout of the kitchen – it should be functional, and allow a

flow of traffic.  Most modern kitchens have an island bench as it achieves flowing

access, can provide storage, bench space, and be a functional eating area.  Think

about changing your kitchen or installing a kitchen island bench.  Flat pack kitchens

and standard size benchtops from retailers like IKEA® can be surprisingly

inexpensive if you are willing to put them together yourself.

 



 

If the layout of the kitchen is acceptable then think about its surfaces – a renewal

of the cupboard doors, and painting or replacing the benchtop, combined with a

replacement of the cupboard and drawer handles can make an unbelievable

upgrade to a tired or old fashioned kitchen.  Look for specialist benchtop paint and

modern cabinetry handles at your local big-box hardware store.

 

New fixtures are important to provide a defining designer
finish

This is, of course, an area that I know well given I operate Australia’s fastest

growing online building fixtures store geared to serve the Smart Renovator!  There

is a huge variance in price and quality when it comes to fixtures and fittings for the

bathroom, kitchen, door hardware, and lighting.  To make it difficult for the

renovator, a higher price does not necessarily deliver a higher value.

As I mentioned earlier, go for timeless designs that are simple and consistent with

the theme of the house. Making your fixtures into features, like installing an

impressive industrial tap to be the centerpiece of your kitchen, can be value-

adding.  However, if it is not likely to appeal to the majority of tastes then go for

the timeless simpler design.  Otherwise, new buyers will be factoring in the

replacement cost as a decrement to the purchase price.

One thing most people do not know about fixtures and fittings is that sometimes

many brands come from the same manufacturer.  Often the brand is not the

manufacturer as the brand house outsources manufacturing – so if you shop

around you can get the same item for dramatically different pricing.

Brands are usually not visible on fixtures like they are on appliances so it is a good

way to save thousands on your renovation.  Do not look for replicas, because many

of them are not made to last or they really fall short of the real thing - just try to

avoid ridiculous brand marketing premiums.

 



Bathrooms need to be simple, light and modern 

I see a lot of unusual bathrooms. There are a lot of different tastes out there.  If you

are trying to appeal to the majority out there then keep it simple.

 

Old bathrooms and bathroom surfaces can detract from value as they cannot

picture themselves enjoying the space, and they thinking about the decades of

grime built up in the grouting, and the water damage might be lurking beneath.  It is

a bit like the feeling you get when the room you were assigned in a hotel has a

bathroom from the eighties – everyone prefers the refurbished rooms with the

clean modern surfaces and fittings. 

 

 



 

Here are a few bathroom design tips to get you started: 

To appeal to the most people it is best to re-tile with neutral large format tiles –

they do not need to be expensive.

Install an open shower with linear shower grate drainage, and a large mirror to

create the vision of space.

Avoid brightly coloured tiles or anything out of the ordinary.

Try and maximize light into the room with windows or a skylight. 

A change of bathroom fittings can also make a big difference.  

Ensure there is consistency across the bathroom so that the fittings match.

Buy online to save boat loads of cash.

 

Update your façade and street appeal

The façade is important – it is the first impression of your property and starts to

influence what value perception the prospective buyer might develop.  My points

on painting, colour and rendering are all important here – in fact, if the painting is

not required, even a professional clean of the façade can make it look much better. 

There is likely to be decades of dust and dirt dulling the front of the property that

can be removed.

The entrance can really be enhanced with a path, lighting, landscape borders –

there is too much to list in a short chapter.  The front fence, gate, hedge or

whatever it is should be scrutinised heavily.  It is the cover of your book and it has

to be impressive.  Do not complete a fantastic cosmetic renovation and leave no

budget for the front of your house – it has to be something you stand back and

look at and be proud of.  Make it one of the best in the street, because that is how

a prospective buyer judges it.

 

 

 



Consider an attic 

Older houses with roof cavities I believe an attic strategy is a no-brainer.  Storage

space is in such high demand these days that if you can show an easily accessible

space that is clean, well lit, and oozes potential you will be well-rewarded in value. 

What is best about the strategy is that space is already there – sometimes up to

50% of your existing floor space!  You just need to install a quality attic ladder that

makes accessibility easy, make any required safety and support changes in the roof

space, and finish it off with some cheap bamboo flooring and wall panelling.  It

is best to seal the space so dust from outside cannot enter.

 

It can result in some impressive new square meters of floor space. Yes, it isn't

technically allowed to be used as a living area (although that is another possible

strategy if you want to make the changes to comply with living spaces) but it

provides extremely valuable storage space or hobby space. Let the

prospective buyers see it and they suddenly see the solution to their festering

storage problem,



or their growing train set hobby, or whatever it is.  I have seen prospective buyers

get really excited about attic spaces that only cost $5000 or so to set up as

they are starting to see the valuable solution it provides for their own current

storage and space problems.

For every bit of storage space you create in your attic you save storage space in

your house.  That means less storage furniture and less clutter, and a more

minimalist house.

Don’t forget that you should get some advice about how to fit off an attic and how

to install an attic ladder.  These can also be purchased online which will save you

money.

 

Create an outdoor haven 

In Australia, home-owners are obsessed with creating an outdoor haven – an

outdoor living space where family and friends can enjoy their outdoor space.  Think

about layout and zoning – I think it is important that there are distinct zones so

prospective buyers recognise the purpose and attribute value to it.  It could be an

outdoor table and kitchen area on a raised patio or a sunken pebble zone bordered

by a hedge with outdoor chairs around a firepit.  Even a stand-alone pergola over a

table and chairs in the garden creates a zone – it is far more effective than just

putting a table on a lawn. 



 

The pergola highlights that is an outdoor room, and it is far more likely to attract 

attention and be attributed value by the prospective buyer.  Just like a pool area is

visually zoned by the paving and surface around the pool, think of how you can

present each zone in your outdoor space

Keys to planning your garden:

Seek information and advice

Keep a tight budget for plants

Don't be afraid to use non-traditional garden materials such as fibre glass

Once again with the influx of online stores, you'll save $$$ by shopping online.

I recommend that you plan your garden design well, seek information and

advice, and make sure you spend your money wisely as for when you shop for

plants,

outdoor features, and landscaping services it is amazing how variable the pricing is. 

For example, it is a great idea to frame your front entrance with feature items – say

two big stone urns.  However, rather than use stone, buy fibreglass urns that look

exactly like stone.  They are much cheaper and when they are full of water they

look exactly the same.

 

Enjoy your success 

Finally, do not forget why you are pursuing the improvement of the property.  Of

course, you might get the benefit of it along the way if you reside in the property,

but the primary purpose on an investment property is to improve it for ultimate

profit. Put yourself in the average prospective buyer’s shoes in your area.

Be aware of what they want and who they typically are (young families or retired

couples?) and that will really assist you to refine your strategy and make decisions.

Be a Smart Renovator and spend your time and money wisely.



Australians love investing in a residential property with a view to profiting from

improving it.  Some fork out their life savings and stretch their loan capacity

without doing much homework on what opportunities there actually are to

improve the property.  A property investor should assess the home improvement

potential before they invest.  Many do not know where to start even after they

have taken possession.

Boosting home value can be a costly exercise

When there is a limited budget, you cannot possibly improve everything.  So

decisions have to be made about which is the most fruitful path to take.  However,

do not dwell on decisions too long as sometimes the worst path is to procrastinate. 

A new homeowner that takes months to decide whether to add a new bedroom

has probably just paid enough extra interest on their loan to pay for half the

bedroom anyway.

If you remember one thing, remember this:  focus on the visible features as they

drive the value perception.

There are a lot of formulas and industry rules of thumb about maximising perceived

value. I discussed what perceived value of a property is last week - and it is

important you have regard for it. Most highlight you should not spend a dollar on

your house unless you expect to get at least $2 or $3 in return. I think that it can be

dangerous to try and simplify every investment decision down to a simple formula

when every house and budget is different. Also, there are some improvements that

just have to be made that might not add much value to a property – but should be

done anyway. These include visual repairs, safety issues, foundations, and some

features people expect from the type of house they are viewing.

 

Which Path to Take?



Let me classify improvements into some of the more common categories.  At a

broad level, a homeowner has to determine whether they are going to undertake a

“cosmetic” home improvement or a major “structural” home improvement. 

 
Cosmetic home improvements 

A cosmetic home improvement strategy typically targets a renewal and makeover

of dated surfaces, updating key rooms like bathrooms and kitchens, replacing old

fixtures with new fixtures, improving the appearance and décor of living spaces and

re-landscaping.  There is no highly disruptive works, structural additions, or removal

of load-bearing structures, and there is also usually no requirement for any planning

permits.

Cosmetic change

Surface renewal

Kitchen/bathroom update

New lighting and hardware

Storage upgrade

Landscaping

 



Structural home improvements

A structural home improvement can involve adding new rooms or space to a house

or altering its structural design and usually requires structural plans and approval. 

Structural improvements can take time and require specialist trade support so the

homeowner should be confident that the change will add significant appeal or more

floor-space value. An example would be adding a second level to a single

storey house.

Structural change

New floor space

New building such as a garage or granny flat

Conversion to open plan

Second level

Many structural renovation plans also include a lot of cosmetic improvements.

Removing internal structural walls to open up a rear living space and adding large

bi-fold doors to a new outdoor living area is a typical structural improvement

strategy. Clearly, the rest of the house should be freshened up cosmetically too so

the result is not just a tired looking house with a new back room.  If you have

committed to a structural change, think about what cosmetics can be done while

you wait for planning approvals or the structural work to complete.  For example,

some landscaping or a façade upgrade are possibilities.



  

Determining your best property value improvement
strategy 

You need to decide which strategy you pursue, cosmetic or structural, and they key

goals of the improvement strategy.  Before you invest in a property it is best if you

determine:

What is the best improvement strategy for you (based on your time availability

and budget)?

What is the best improvement strategy for the property (based on its value

upgrade potential)?

If these two strategies are the same, then that is clearly the path you should take. 

If these two strategies are divergent, then you should seek some advice and

carefully consider why you might depart from what is best for you.

Look at the property unemotionally as an investment.  Why would you risk going

above your budget, or stress your time availability?  Is the prize that much better? 

There certainly are great stories about property investors that really stretched

themselves financially but it all worked out in the end for a great outcome – but it

can also go terribly wrong.  Unless you are experienced, start with an easier

and safer option.

Once you have picked a structural improvement path or a cosmetic improvement

path your outlook becomes a whole lot clearer.  You will be able to determine the

timetable to exit, and the likely upside that is possible through your strategy.  Then

you should stick to your plan. Getting partially through a cosmetic upgrade and

then adding some structural plans can really delay and disrupt the efficiency of the

original project.

 

 



Cosmetic strategies can start without much delay 

 

A cosmetic improvement strategy can usually be commenced with minimal delay –

so if you are itching to start this could be a good option. 

The extent of it is really a function of your budget.  Most of the success stories I

hear are material cosmetic improvements – sometimes with some small targeted

structural improvements.  The appearance and livability appeal of a property can be

materially improved with a cosmetic renewal strategy.  The more tired the house

looks before the cosmetic improvement, the more dramatic the positive change

will be.

Targeting an expected value improvement of at least 3 times your budget spend is

a good way to approach it – but think about the strategy overall rather than apply

that rule to every single task.  A house that has a fantastic cosmetic upgrade only in

selective areas can confuse the value perception of the buyer.  For example,

upgrading only one bathroom in an old house and leaving the rest for the buyer will

probably achieve nothing to enhance value perception.



A structural improvement strategy takes a lot of planning 

A structural renovation strategy requires a lot more planning before

commencement.  You may need approval for some aspects of the improvements

and you should definitely seek expert advice.  Ultimately the process involves a

planning and approval stage, and a project phase that will require professional

assistance and management.

 

Pick what is best for you

Remember, it is your time and money that will be on the line.  If you are after a

quick win or are new to home improvement and renovation, then a cosmetic

strategy is probably the best avenue.  However, if the house is structurally

challenged, or is very poorly laid out compared to what is desirable these days,

then you might need to commit to a structural improvement or you will be at risk of

buyers seeing past the cosmetics and noticing a requirement for major change. 

This outcome can be disastrous as your cosmetic investment would be disregarded.



Residential property investment is very different to investing in other asset classes.

If you believe property investment is about “entering the market”, then waiting and

hoping for the market to rise, and “exiting the market” then you are leaving it all to

chance.

You should seek to take control of your investment and empower yourself to make

the right improvement decisions.  There is nothing worse than wasting your time

and money on improvements that do not yield you a profit.  Learn how to be

a smart renovator and profit from home improvement.

 

How to profit from
Renovation



 

Different residential property investors have different objectives.  Property

owners pursue different strategies over different timeframes to achieve their own

objectives.  Listed below are four of the key property investment strategy

alternatives:

 

Buy, Improve, Reside, Sell A popular strategy for an investor who also

is the occupier.  After purchase, they

improve upfront and/or over time, live in

and enjoy the property, and ultimately sell

it when the timing is right.  Sometimes

they reside, save, and then improve, but

the scenario objectives are much the same.

Buy, Rent, Improve, Sell An investor sees the opportunity to buy

and immediately rent out the property.  

They want it to generate some cash over

time.  When the right time to sell is

approaching, they improve the property

and exit.

Buy, Improve, Sell This is often termed a ‘flip’ in the industry. 

The buyer sees an opportunity to buy the

property, improve it quickly, and then sell. 

It is all about maximizing profit and

minimizing time.

Buy, Improve, Rent, Hold This investor is looking to build a property

portfolio that generates cash flow.  They

typically do the essential improvements

upfront to maximize rental yield.  Over

time they can build their rental portfolio

and eventually improve them again and

sell.

 



 

Each of the four key investor scenarios above involves some home improvement.  It

is possible to profit from investing in established property without any

home improvement by either sourcing a property at below market value, taking

advantage of a market improvement, or through positive changes in demand for the

property.  However, this article focuses on the more traditional

planned approach to profiting from improving the value of the property.

 

Property investment is risky business

It can be amazing to some residential property investors to comprehend the

extent of their financial risk.  On a typical property investment, they exhaust their

available savings and use it to pay the deposit on their new investment property. 

They secure a loan from a bank or finance group to pay for the rest of the cost of

entry of the investment property and the expected costs of improving it.   They

promise the lender title to the property if they cannot repay the loan, and hope

they will keep their employment so they can pay the ongoing loan repayments.  

They are often playing with sums of money that can be more than 10 years of gross

salary for the investor.

When you ask new residential property investors what they hope to achieve from

their property investment many do not have an immediate answer.  However, they

have comfort in their property investment decision.  When you drill down on what

provides that comfort in risking a large multiple of their annual salary there is a

fairly consistent set of common drivers: 

An expectation the property market values will rise,

They will achieve a good rental yield on the property,

That it is ready to rent or close to it,

That interest rates will not go up, and

They can eventually improve the property and sell it for a handsome profit.

 



I think most readers would agree that not all these expectations come true all the

time.  Unexpected increases in interest rates, a decline in the property market

values, or changes in rental rates are all real risks.  Moreover, a negative event like a

termite infestation or tenant dispute can really disrupt the expectations you

have for your investment.  It is not hard to see that you could lose or gain multiples 

of your annual salary by changes in any of the above expectations.

Many of these risks should be understood before investing. It is not difficult for an

investor to assess how their investment might fare under a pessimistic outlook.

This will ensure they are properly informed on what events might cause their

investment to go sour – and that can influence whether they invest and if so, what

they are prepared to pay. The one key driver of the investment that you should try

to estimate is how you might add value from improvement.

 
Improve value by focusing on what you can control 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Firstly, let’s understand what ‘value’ is.  When it comes to property, the

value is basically what you can sell it for in a normal market process.  It is what a

prospective buyer is prepared to pay for the property, not what the seller thinks it

is worth to them.  Therefore, it is important to assess what drives value from the 

perspective of the buyer, as they are the party that is going to determine the price

that is offered to the investor. 

Value can be impacted by a lot of things outside your control such as interest rates,

local development, economic confidence, and property supply in the area.  The

property owner should focus on the factors they can control to improve the value. 

There are some important factors during the sale campaign such as property

presentation (staging) and the campaign strategy itself, however, this chapter

focuses on the home improvement opportunity before that.

 

Value is a perception

When a prospective buyer is assessing the value they will come up with a

perception of the quality of the property and how the property will meet their

objectives.  And remember, like everything, first impressions are critical in driving

their ultimate perception.   It is important to understand what perceived value is.  It

is the value a buyer attributes to a property or a feature of the property based on

what they perceive or believe.  A buyer does not have perfect information to do a

detailed evaluation, so this perception is a function of what they observe, hear,

understand and assume about the property.   Perceived value can be different for

each prospective buyer and can also be very different to the actual value.

The assumptions buyers can make are very interesting.  Their perception can easily

be different from the reality.  It is interesting to listen to the conversations and

comments of people as they exit an open house inspection.  They almost cannot

wait to discuss or announce their view on its value.  That is their initial perceived

value, and it rarely changes much even with more detailed due diligence on the

property.  That is why first impressions have to impress!



 

Your challenge is to positively drive a prospective buyer’s perceptions so they

are fully valuing the features of the property.  Remember they may not see or fully

appreciate all the features of the property, such as: 

The premium wall insulation you had installed to make the house cool in

summer and retain warmth in winter;

The technology you have had installed to make the home livable such as the

easily controlled light zones, or the temperature controlled hot water systems;

and

The installations you have made to ensure the property is low maintenance such

as the automatic pool cleaner or the professional irrigation system.

The list can go on and on. Many of the most valuable add-ons in a home are not

visible and will not add to the value perception unless they are marketed during the

sale process.

However, they are likely to assume that all the features they cannot see are the

same quality as the all the features they can see.  Therefore the visible features are

more important to their perception of value.  A buyer’s perception of value is based

on what they observe or hear about the property.  If the property is full of features

that appeal their emotions are high and they are mentally ticking all the boxes.

The safest approach to maximising perceived value is to target a clean

contemporary appearance.  When considering how to improve visible features

think about what would appeal to most people – not what would necessarily

appeal to you.

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Simple lines, natural light, open spaces, minimalist furnishings, smart storage, and

fresh bright surfaces all contribute to a positive value perception.  Whether it is

consciously or subconsciously the potential buyer is looking for a house they can

be proud of.  They are visualising themselves living in the spaces and how

they would set up the house.  In this frame of mind, they notice the things they

would need to change – the wall between the living and dining areas, the ugly

1970s gas fireplace, and the peach coloured vertical blinds.  These develop into a

list of costs in their mind, which become deductions on their perceived value. 

Therefore you need to have addressed the obvious negatives and do your best to

ensure their attention is diverted to the positives.  

 



Contact Us
If you need help on how to save on your reno costs, feel

free to get in touch with us.

GENERAL QUERIES:

Email us at service@renovatorstore.com.au 

PHONE:

Call us on (03) 9544 3003 or 1800 RENOSTORE 

HOURS:

10 am and 4 pm AEST weekdays 

VISIT OUR STORE

made with

mailto:service@renovatorstore.com.au
https://www.renovatorstore.com.au/

